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Burgan Bank celebrates 
National & Liberation 
Days with customers
KUWAIT: On the occa-
sion of the National and
Liberation Days,
Burgan Bank announces
its participation in the
celebrations through its
branches. Burgan Bank
will be surprising
branch customers with
valuable instant cash
gifts up to KD 1,000.
Every day during the
month of February, one
lucky customer visiting
one of the bank’s
branches will receive an
instant cash gift. The bank encourages its cus-
tomers to visit their branches as they can be one of
the lucky winners. 

On this occasion, Nasser Al-Qaisi - Chief Retail
Banking Officer of Burgan Bank said: “The National
and Liberation day will bring unique surprises and
memories. These celebrations are an integral part of
our national heritage, of which we are proud”.
Burgan Bank extends its best wishes and greetings
to the public in celebration of this joyful month. 

KUWAIT: Gulf Bank has announced it is this year’s
diamond sponsor of Kuwait Tech Expo 2020, the
biggest technology event of its kind in Kuwait. This
year’s Kuwait Tech Expo is set to take place on
February 6-9, 2020 at Kuwait International Fairground
in Mishref at Hall 6. The expo will be held in the pres-
ence of major local and international companies from
the technology and telecommunications sectors, and
will include local governmental entities as well.

As a diamond sponsor, Gulf Bank’s participation
reflects its commitment to the country’s national devel-
opment plan. The sponsorship is one of several initia-
tives that reflect Gulf Bank’s efforts in advancing the
national economy and achieving the development goals
of the country, including activities related to the com-
munications and technology sectors.

Kuwait Tech Expo 2020 is considered Kuwait’s

biggest event for technology and telecommunications
services. The event aims at offering effective solutions
to the country’s various bodies with the aim of serving
the community’s needs on both local and international
levels. Gulf Bank’s participation reflects its commitment
to technological growth and advancement, as the Bank
works to elevate its banking experience to better serve
clients.

Ahmad Al-Amir, Assistant General Manager of
Corporate Communications at Gulf Bank, said: “As part
of our commitment to advancing the field of technolo-
gy, Gulf Bank is constantly developing ways in which
we can better serve our clients and elevate their bank-
ing experience. We are proud to sponsor events and
initiatives like Kuwait Tech Expo as they provide an
invaluable opportunity for major stakeholders to
explore the latest services that the technology sector

has to offer.”
Kuwait Tech Expo aims at finding a common plat-

form for decision makers, companies, and consumers
in the fields of telecommunications and technology,
while creating opportunities for companies and gov-
ernment entities to learn more about related projects
and opportunities. The event also aims at finding the
most appropriate mechanisms for communication
through the display of the participating companies’

products and services at
the exhibit ion, thereby
contributing to the devel-
opment of infrastructures
of the various develop-
mental projects.

Gulf Bank is one of the
leading conventional
banks in Kuwait with total
assets of KD 6 billion for
year ending 31 December
2018. The Bank provides a
broad offering of con-
sumer banking, wholesale
banking, treasury, and
financial services through its large network of 58
branches and more than 200 ATMs in Kuwait. 

Sponsorship reflects Gulf Bank’s commitment to national development plan

Gulf Bank sponsors Kuwait Tech Expo

Regional businesses 
should aspire to 
internationalize
By Nathalie Amiel-Ferrault

Ninety percent of the
businesses in the Middle
East region are classi-

fied as small and medium enter-
prises (SMEs). In their next
wave of growth, these business-
es stand to gain substantially
from adopting strategies to
grow internationally, with the
help of their logistics providers
among others.

Currently, five percent of the
SMEs in the region can be clas-
sified as “scale-ups” - otherwise
described as companies with
proven business models that are undergoing a rapid growth
phase. These are the businesses that are ripe to take advantage of
the possibilities offered by growth and expansion beyond
domestic borders, especially if they are bringing something
unique to the market. 

The increasing rate of technological change, globalization of
markets, and rising customization creates opportunities for busi-
nesses everywhere. Ultimately, how successful a business is, in
terms of international growth, depends on the viability of the
product itself, and how it fits the unique needs of customers.
Technology adoption is a crucial step towards internationalization,
allowing for faster communication and easier connectivity. 

Advancements in technology also allows for more integrated

supply chains, and increased visibility when it comes to product
fulfillment. Working with their logistics partners, businesses can
deliver new opportunities including a better understanding of
financial viability when distributing in-market or cross-border.
As valued partners that support SMEs to realize their global
growth plans, logistics providers offer access to a wealth of
information and insights on trade, customs clearance, inventory
management, storage, warehousing, and last-mile distribution. 

Logistics companies have access to the intelligence and
expertise to guide their customers on matters related to trade
laws and the implementation timeline for their internationaliza-
tion plans. Such insights can also guide a business on whether it
should centralize inventories in these new international markets
in order to be able to meet local demand in peak seasons or
when customs procedures take longer than desirable.

The strength of the FedEx Express air network enhances the
direct connection between the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
countries and Europe and is an example of how our global air
and ground networks support the successful growth of SMEs
into new markets. The European Union (EU) ranks first globally
in terms of international trade investments. More than seventy
percent of imports enter the EU at zero or reduced tariffs. As a
single market with over 500 million consumers it offers consid-
erable scope for businesses to grow as they access the free

movement of goods, services and capital, with minimal techni-
cal, legal, and bureaucratic barriers.  Gaining access to a new
market that consists of countries with various consumer prefer-
ences and national infrastructure means that businesses, in
addition to accommodating specific cultural nuances, must con-
sider a new set of variables. These can include the mode of
transport and various handling practices that are incorporated
within the supply chain domestically; all these factors can be
entrusted to the logistics service provider. SMEs must continue
to operate their business models to gain the most from such
collaborations with logistics providers; together, the collective
power of technology, transportation, information, and ideas can
compound and multiply. 

Relationships within the logistics industry will continue to be
the differentiator for SMEs in order to develop and make the most
of their resources and assets as they enter new markets. In the
case of the GCC-EU trade lane, the Gulf can evolve into a trans-
shipment hub but also an export manufacturing powerhouse on its
own. SMEs that have successfully scaled up in the GCC region
will have a significant multiplier effect, supporting its diversifica-
tion goals and the advancement of the non-oil economy. 

Note: Nathalie Amiel-Ferrault is Vice President, Customer
Experience and Marketing at FedEx Express Middle East, Indian
Subcontinent and Africa
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KUWAIT: LuLu Financial Group, one of the world’s
most trusted names in currency exchange and remit-
tance services, launched its new branch at Farwaniya
yesterday. The new branch, which was inaugurated by
the Group Chairman, MA Yussuf Ali, is the company’s
24th in Kuwait and its 4th under the Farwaniya
Governorate. The branch will offer remittances and for-
eign exchange services.  Customers can also opt for
premium membership with the LuLu Gold Card and

avail a host of discounts at other shopping & hospitali-
ty partners, as well as benefits from any LuLu
Exchange branch, including best rates for remittances
and currency exchange, and faster turnaround time on
transactions. 

Speaking post the inauguration, Adeeb Ahamed,
MD, LuLu Financial Holdings said, “Kuwait is a key
market for us. The new branch is in line with our vision
to extend our offerings and bring our network closer to

our customers around the world. Our well-connected
global network and focus on modern technology will
make it easier and convenient for residents of Kuwait to
conduct payments, exchange currency and remit mon-
ey to their dear ones back home.”

The company is also upbeat about its mobile app
LuLu Money, which has emerged as a game-changer in
the sector. “Our digital payments offering, Lulu Money,
is already impacting the way our customers transact

online. We see it as the way forward for our business to
connect with new-age customers”,  Ahamed added.   

Lulu Money, which is a fully integrated mobile app
available on Android and iOS, enables customers to
conduct all regular transactions online and monitor
exchange rates in real-time, apart from a slew of other
features.  The new branch is conveniently located in the
LuLu Express Building and will operate on all days
from 8.30 am to 11pm. 

LuLu Exchange opens new branch at Farwaniya

KUWAIT: Group Chairman MA Yussuf Ali inaugurates  the company’s 24th LuLu Exchange branch in Kuwait in Farwaniya.


